I. 字彙：40 分，每題 2 分。

1. We watched a ______ scenery from the top of A Li Mountain.
   A) imaginative B) spectacular C) compassionate D) sorrowful

2. Mrs. White has a lot of ______, so she will give us a great help.
   A) superstition B) hesitation C) enthusiasm D) exposition

3. Mary wore a dress that was made out of ______ silk cloth.
   A) delicate B) worn-out C) temporary D) sacred

4. Tony’s ______ girlfriend doesn’t let him talk to other women.
   A) jealous B) luxury C) flourishing D) adventurous

5. My Boss always gets up early and comes to his office ______.
   A) completely B) unwillingly C) punctually D) carefully

6. Jenny said that her English teacher was very ______ in her life.
   A) ignored B) splendid C) available D) influential

7. Father always ______ his seatbelt before driving.
   A) indulges B) recognizes C) reveals D) fastens

8. Alex is ______ his Doctoral degree in the United States.
   A) encountering B) pursing C) scrambling D) destructing

9. The boxing winner ______ the loser in front of the audience.
   A) humiliated B) exploded C) cultivated D) preserved

10. Please ______ from smoking in this building.
    A) recover B) challenge C) conceive D) refrain

11. The early settlers had many difficulties to ______.
    A) perform B) investigate C) overcome D) demonstrate

12. If you want to learn English well, you need the ______ to study every day.
    A) invitation B) frustration C) protection D) motivation

13. Sally was the ______ of a terrible car accident.
    A) victim B) staff C) abundance D) saint

14. John is ______ that he should go through chemo treatment.
    A) established B) maintained C) convinced D) approached

15. You should ______ on passing the entrance exams of universities.
    A) persuade B) concentrate C) expand D) entertain

16. This is the ______ diamond that I have ever seen.
    A) sensitive B) continuous C) unique D) stimulating
17. Mother’s health _____ in her old age.
   A) aggravated B) distributed C) imitated D) applauded

18. There was a cheerful _____ at Maggie’s birthday party.
   A) heritage B) depression C) atmosphere D) inspiration

19. Most artists survived on _____ from patrons and the sales of their works.
   A) celebrations B) donations C) invitations D) competitions

20. Toxic chemicals are sometime _____ directly into lakes and rivers.
   A) rejected B) effected C) reflected D) dumped

II. 句子結構與文法測驗：30 分，每題 2 分。
下列每題均有四個畫線的選項，其中一個是錯誤，請將錯誤的選項選出來。

1. The letter suggested that the baby clinic was held on Monday afternoons.
   A B C D

2. Saying that she still hopes to live many more years, an illiterate
   A
   110-year-old Argentine woman had started learning to read and write to
   B C
   prepare herself for the challenges of the next century.

3. As inevitably as human culture has changed with the passing of time, so
   A B C D
does the environment.

4. Much of my childhood was devoted to getting into rock fights, crossing
   A B
   railway trestles, and the hunt for rats in drainage tunnels.
   C D

5. Struggling to unsnap the buttons of my coat, flames began to sear my skin.
   A
   I was quickly going into shock and began screaming in pain.
   B C D

6. It is possible to compare any two people or any two objects to see what
   A B C D
they are similar or different.

7. The intent of the Historical Society is to restore old buildings and increasing
   A B C
   interest in history of the area.
8. The United States has imported all carpet wools in recent years because domestic wools are too fine and soft for carpet.

9. That water has a very high specific heat means that without a large temperature change water can add or lose a large number of heat.

10. Professor Lee teaches both linguistics as well as sociology each fall.

11. Thinkers, died a thousand years, are as alive in their books today, as when they walked on the earth.

12. We see a wave of shadow and gloss where the short grass bends and the cottage eaves to tremble.

13. At the start of her career, historian Barbara Smithey felt forced to choose between a life of public services or research.

14. Please be advised that claims are processed in the order they are received. Due to fluctuations in the number of claims received, the processing of your claim may be taken up to 90 days.

15. If additional information is needed to completely processing of the claim, you will receive a letter outlining the necessary requirements.
Dear Mr. Smith,

Thank you for attending the interview with our Board of Directors yesterday. We were very impressed with your qualifications and experience in personnel management and we believe you are the right person to become our new Director of Human Resources. This is a very important position because our staff is the most valuable resource that we have. Your enthusiasm and sense of commitment will be great assets to our company.

We are pleased, therefore, to offer you the position with a monthly salary of NTS100,000. You will be taxed at a special rate of ten percent a year. As a Director, you will be entitled to five weeks annual leave, a company car and the option of buying shares of the company.

We look forward to having you on our team.

Sincerely,

Judy Johnson
C.E.O.

1. What can be inferred from this letter?
   A) Mr. Smith was fired from his previous job.
   B) Judy Johnson had known Mr. Smith before the interview.
   C) Judy Johnson used to be the Director of Human Resources.
   D) Mr. Smith is going to be hired for an important job.

2. In the first paragraph, what does the word “personnel” mean?
   A) Human resources
   B) Something personal
   C) A member of the staff
   D) A product

3. What will be Mr. Smith’s assets to the company?
   A) Qualifications and experience
   B) His age and nationality
   C) His wife and children
   D) His enthusiasm and commitment

4. How much will Mr. Smith earn annually, after tax?
   A) NTS 1,100,000
   B) NTS 1,080,000
   C) NTS 950,000
   D) NTS 1,070,000
5. What is another word for “option”?
   A) Information
   B) Suggestion
   C) Choice
   D) Bonus

Sunshine Tours
Taipei

Day 1: Friday, August 22
9:00 a.m. Meet at the Sunday Tour office at 220, Sung-Jiang Road.
9:30 Board EVA bus to Tao-Yuan International Airport
12:00 P.M. Depart Taipei – Flight TG426 (In Bangkok, the time will be 11:00 a.m.)
3:00 Arrive in Bangkok
5:00 Check-in at the Oriental Hotel
7:00 Dinner at the Terrace Restaurant, Oriental Hotel
9:00-11:30 Tour of the night markets

Day 2: Saturday, August 23
8:00 a.m. Breakfast at the hotel coffee shop
9:30 Tour to the Temple of the Emerald Buddha
12:30 p.m. Lunch at the Siam Floating Restaurant
2:30 River Cruise
5:00 Return to hotel
7:30 p.m. Cocktail party and dinner, hosted by the Oriental’s General Manager

Day 3: Sunday, August 24
Free Day (Breakfast available until 9:30 a.m.)
(Lunch and dinner not provided)

Day 4: Monday, August 25
9:00 a.m. Depart hotel for the airport
11:30 Depart Bangkok – Flight TG425
4:00 p.m. Arrive in Taipei

6. How long is the flight to Bangkok?
   A) Three hours
   B) Five hours
   C) Three and a half hours
   D) Four hours
7. When is the temple tour?
   A) On arriving Bangkok
   B) The afternoon of the third day
   C) The morning of the second day
   D) After lunch on the fourth day

8. What are the flight numbers on this trip?
   A) BA426 & TG 425
   B) TG246 & TG 425
   C) TG426 & TG425
   D) GT254 & TG426

9. Who will host the cocktail party?
   A) A waiter
   B) The General Manager of the hotel
   C) The tour guide
   D) The Tour Office Manager

10. On the Free Day,
    A) only breakfast is provided
    B) breakfast and dinner are provided
    C) only dinner is available
    D) breakfast and lunch will not be provided

If you have a heart condition, consult your doctor before using this equipment. If you feel dizzy or nauseous, dismount the equipment immediately.

11. What is this instruction for?
    A) A TV.
    B) A toaster.
    C) An exercise machine.
    D) A laser printer.

12. If you have a bad heart, what should you do?
    A) Use this equipment once a week.
    B) Never use the equipment.
    C) Talk to you doctor before using the equipment.
    D) Use the equipment more slowly.

13. If you start to feel sick, you should
    A) stop using the equipment.
    B) take a rest and keeping using.
    C) slow down.
    D) call your doctor.
14. Where are you most likely to see this sign?
   A) In a shopping mall
   B) On a highway
   C) In a hospital.
   D) In a recreation center.

15. You can put on your sunglasses
   A) while driving through the tunnel.
   B) before you reach the tunnel.
   C) after you pass the tunnel.
   D) in the middle of the tunnel.